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Abstract. The object of the description is relationships between such morphonological elements as 
stress, an alternation of phonemes, and a suffixation, and the nature of relation between them. It is 
assumed that the derivation of diminutives is agglutinative, contrary to the traditional point of view, 
which is represented in V.V. Lopatin’s, I.S. Uluhanov’s, and E.A. Zemskaya’s works. According to 
this idea, it is believed that Russian word formation is agglutinative, as an affix dominates, and stress 
and an alternation of phonemes are subordinate to it. The hypothesis of fusion of diminutives is 
expressed in the article. It is expressed in the fact that stress, an alternation of phonemes and an affix 
are functionally equivalent. The hypothesis was confirmed in the research. The article also presents 
the original concepts of fusion and agglutination, enabling to reveal the interdependence of 
morphonological elements. 
Key words: fusion, agglutination, morphophonological elements, stress, alternation of phonemes, 
affixation, allomorph, variability. 

抽象的。描述的对象是诸如重音、音素交替和后缀等形态元素之间的关系，以及它们之间关

系的性质。假设小词的派生是凝集的，这与 V.V. 中表示的传统观点相反。 Lopatin's, I.S.乌鲁

哈诺夫和 E.A.泽姆斯卡娅的作品。根据这个想法，人们认为俄语构词法是粘着的，因为词缀

占主导地位，而重音和音素交替则从属于它。文章中表达了小词融合的假设。它表现为重音

、音素的交替和词缀在功能上是等效的。该假设在研究中得到证实。文章还提出了融合和凝

集的原始概念，能够揭示形态学元素的相互依存关系。 

关键词：融合、凝集、形态音素、重音、音素交替、词缀、异形、变异。 

Introduction. 
The work examines one of the problems 

of morphonology, namely, the problem of 
synthesizing the sound image of a word in the 
field of word formation. The most important 
means of forming derivative words in modern 

Russian are morphonological components such 
as stress, alternation of phonemes, and, as we 
assume, a suffix. 

The material for the study is the 
substantive diminutives of the neuter gender. 
They will enable us to consider intracategorial 
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morphonological phenomena, since various 
morphonological means are used with affix 
methods of word formation [8. P. 127]. 

The aim of the work is to clarify the 
significance of morphonological phenomena in 
the process of synthesizing the sound image of a 
word, to establish the relationship between stress, 
alternation and affixation, and the nature of the 
relationship between them, which will make it 
possible to determine the ratio of fusion and 
agglutination in the Russian word formation, the 
possibility of a systematic description of the 
morphonological features of the Russian word 
formation. 

The object of the research is 
morphonological phenomena in the field of the 
Russian word formation. 

Research methods: to achieve the aim 
and implement the set tasks, a descriptive method 
was used, which includes such techniques as 
observation, comparison, generalization, 
interpretation, as well as the method of 
continuous sampling. 

Research order. 
The description is made on a couple of 

words. Fusion can be described on a couple of 
words and in a derivational paradigm, but in 
connection with the aim set in the research, it is 
preferable to work on a couple of words. 

To understand the significance of a 
morphoneme, its paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
characteristics, which consist of describing the 
morphonological rules for choosing suffixes, are 
determined. They consist of establishing a 
connection between the accent class and the class 
of the alternants of a deriving word. The set of 
these rules determines the alternation of suffixes, 
which are, in fact, allomorphs of a derivational 
morpheme, the boundaries of which are 
determined semantically. 

Further description consists of choosing 
the morphonological variant of the derivative 
given by the allomorph. The fact that the stress 
of a derivative belongs to a variant of the class of 
the accent paradigm (AP) or the paradigm of 
phoneme alternation is the variability of this 
allomorph. As a result, all derivatives with a 
given allomorph vary in morphonological 
indicators of the AP class with those restrictions 
on the stress of the derivative that is imposed by 
the accent rules for choosing an allomorph, and 
belonging to a mobile or fixed paradigm of 
phoneme alternation with those restrictions on 
phoneme alternation that are inherent in this 
allomorph of each class of alternants. producing. 
The study of these relations will reveal the 
hierarchy of morphonological units that 
determine the synthesis of the sound structure of 
the derivatives under study, which consist of a set 
of stress, morphonemes, alternation of phonemes 
and alternation of allomorphs. 

This technique solves the problem of an 
exhaustive description of the morphological 
system within the framework of Saussure's 
dichotomy: paradigmatics - syntagmatics 
[15. P. 100-102]. 

The combination of these methods makes 
our approach to morphological units systemic. 

Traditions of derivational analysis of the 
Analytical School, represented by the names of 
such famous linguists as G.O. Vinokur, M.V. 
Panov, E.A. Zemskaya, V.V. Lopatin, I.S. 
Ulukhanov, in the study of the role of 
morphonological phenomena in the field of word 
formation lead to the solution of this issue from 
the point of view of agglutination. In their 
opinion, the Russian language word formation is 
agglutinative in nature, since the dominant role 
belongs to the suffix, and the stress and 
alternation of phonemes depend on it. According 
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to its typological characteristics, the Russian 
language belongs to the fusional language. The 
fusional nature of the Russian language 
manifests itself in the form of alternating 
phonemes, alternating stress during declension, 
conjugation and word formation. This statement 
served as the basis for the assumption, expressed 
in the work, about the fusional nature of the 
Russian language word formation. 

The Analytical School is one of the 
branches of the American School of Generative 
Grammar. 

A generative grammar, which originated 
in the depths of descriptive linguistics, retains 
some of its essential features: the acceptance of 
the concept of an abstract morpheme, a view of 
morphonology as a discipline that studies the 
results of the compatibility of morphemes. The 
dominant idea in this theory is the idea of the 
initial basis (deep structure) and its embodiment 
in surface structures [2. P. 57]. 

In this regard, D. Worth in his report 
"Morphonology of Slavic word formation" 
identifies two directions in the study of Russian 
morphonology: analytical and synthetic [3. Р. 
377-391]. 

The analytical direction is characterized 
by the study of linguistic facts from the point of 
view of the perceiver; the object of research is 
surface structures. With the synthetic approach, 
the researcher stands on the point of view of the 
speaker, then the object of his research is the 
deep structures and the rules for their 
embodiment in the surface. 

Abstract objects, which are set-theoretic 
sums of the observed bases and suffixes, act as 
"initial foundations". Abstract stems and abstract 
suffixes include features observed in, at least, 
one of the implementations of an abstract stem 
and an abstract suffix, abstract stems and suffixes 

contain the maximum number of features of 
stems and suffixes observed in a given language. 

“The interests of the speaker require the 
elements to be connected to be easy to 
pronounce. Adaptability to different contextual 
conditions, to different “neighbors” is provided 
by varying the shape of the connected elements” 
[7. P. 36]. 

The embodiment of deep structures into 
surface structures is possible with the help of 
various morphonological rules. 

D. Worth considers the differences 
between these directions as the difference 
between analytical and synthetic grammars. In 
analytical grammar, any observable fact can be 
recognized as the starting point for constructing 
a description. In synthetic grammar, a morpheme 
can be recognized as an initial element, "from 
which, with maximum accuracy and simplicity, 
it is possible to predict its actually objectively 
existing phonetic variants" [3. P. 381]. But in the 
synthetic concept of morphonology "there are no 
generally accepted criteria for establishing the 
permissible degree of abstractness of the initial 
foundations" [3. P. 381]. 

Among the foreign linguists of this 
school are E. Stankevich [18. Р. 353-376], and 
M. Komarek [17. Р. 145-161]. 

O.V. Kukushkina is a prominent 
representative of the synthetic trend [7]. 

In general, the synthetic school is 
distinguished by a non-systemic approach, since 
the connection is expressed in the form of rules. 
“As one of the shortcomings of generative 
descriptions of morphonology, the extreme 
“unnaturalness” of the proposed rules was often 
called” [5. P. 36]. 

The system is a hierarchical relationship, 
i.e. relations of irreversible predictability. V.B. 
Kasevich believes that "the generative-synthetic 
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approach to morphonology is unacceptable, 
since, in fact, it is preparation for response" [6. P. 
59]. 

The views of representatives of 
generative grammar are shared by such linguists 
as V.B. Churganova [16. Р. 363-374], and V.B. 
Smirensky [14. Р. 47-55]. 

All of them proceed from R.O. Jacobson's 
theory of the initial basis and consider 
morphonological phenomena as a result of a 
change in the initial basis when morphemes are 
combined. 

The question of morphonemes and 
differential signs (DP) of morphonemes remains 
open. 

The subject of discussion in the work is 
the description system adopted in the Analytical 
School on the basis of the statement about the 
agglutinativeness of the Russian language word 
formation, the recognition of the dominance of 
affixation over stress and alternation. The 
culmination of this tradition is “Grammar - 70”, 
“Russian grammar - 80”. It does not allow to give 
a systemic morphological description of the 
Russian language word formation. 

The authors of the section "Word 
formation" V.V. Lopatin and I.S. Ulukhanov do 
not distinguish morphonology as an independent 
section. In their opinion, “morphonological 
differences between the motivating and 
motivated words are of an additional, auxiliary 
character. Morphonological phenomena are not 
systemic, although they are widely used for 
suffixation [9. P. 49]. After the description of the 
word-formation type, there is a listing of various 
morphonological phenomena that take place 
when a word-formation suffix is attached, for 
example, the description of derivatives in -ц(о) ‘-
ts(o)’ follows, then alternations of phonemes, 
stress are listed [9. P. 133-134], but there is no 

mention of the rules for choosing the option -
ецо ‘-etso’ or -ице ‘-itse’. However, such rules 
exist. 

The same opinion is reflected in the 
Dictionary of Derivative Affixes of the Modern 
Russian Language: “Additional, auxiliary 
character are morphonological differences 
between motivated and motivating words 
truncation and build-up of the basis of the 
motivating word, alternation, combination of 
morphs, difference in the place of stress. These 
formal differences are not obligatory for all 
formations and word-formation types related to a 
certain way of word formation. They only 
accompany the formant and do not act as the only 
means of forming words” [10. P. 40-41]. 

E.A. Zemskaya belongs to the same 
school: “Alternations do not have an independent 
meaning in word formation, but are used only as 
an additional means accompanying affixation” 
[4. P. 114]. “Alternation in the Russian language 
word formation is a morphonological 
phenomenon, as a rule, which does not have an 
independent derivational meaning” [4. P. 116]. 
“Stress also belongs to the field of 
morphonology. However, in Russian, stress does 
not play an important role in word formation. 
Therefore, in this work it will not be considered” 
[4. P. 80]. 

According to I.B. Itkin, “both general 
theoretical considerations and research practice 
convincingly indicate that the analytical method 
is inapplicable for a complete, consistent and 
adequate description of the morphonology of any 
language or group of languages” [5. P. 35]. 

Both directions are consistently 
syntagmatic. They do not consider the rules for 
choosing suffixes. 

In this work, an attempt is made to solve 
the problem of synthesizing the sound of a word 
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from the point of view of fusion, in which the 
interdependence of morphonological elements is 
observed. 

The terms fusion and agglutination are 
generally accepted. But the meanings that are 
embedded in these terms do not correspond to the 
purpose of the work. To prove their 
insufficiency, we present a number of 
formulations. 

"AGGLUTINATION eng. agglutination, 
fr. agglutination, it. agglutination, ucn. 
aglutinacion. 1. Mechanical attachment of 
unambiguous standard affixes to immutable 
stems or roots. Compare with fusion” [1]. 

"FUSION Eng. fusion, Fr. fusion, 
German verschmelzung, ucn. fusion. Close 
morphological connection of a variable root with 
polysemous non-standard affixes, leading to the 
blurring of boundaries between morphemes; 
Wed agglutination (in 1 meaning)” [1]. 

“Agglutination (from Lat. Agglutinare – 
to glue). A method of forming word forms and 
derived words by mechanically attaching 
standard suffixes to unchangeable (devoid of 
internal inflection) stems or roots. Each affix has 
only one grammatical meaning, just as each 
grammatical meaning is always expressed by the 
same affix” [13. P. 11]. 

“Fusia (from Latin fusio – casting). 
Fusion of morphemes, accompanied by a change 
in their phonemic composition. More often there 
is a close morphological connection of the 
modified root with numerous non-standard 
affixes, leading to the erasure of the boundaries 
between morphemes” [13. P. 379]. 

The content of the above definitions is 
reduced to the morphological isolation of 
morphemes, which is not the purpose of the 
work. Proceeding from this, the formulations of 
fusion and agglutination are given, which make 

it possible to reveal the fusional nature of the 
Russian language in the light of its 
morphonological features. They do not 
contradict the generally accepted: the definition 
of agglutination is based on the same principle of 
autonomy, and the definition of fusion is based 
on the principle of interdependence of stress, 
alternation of phonemes and affixation. 
Traditional formulations do not explain the 
reasons for the fusion. An attempt is made in the 
work to reveal the nature of the fusion, and how 
it is expressed. The content of the concepts of 
fusion and agglutination, which we propose, 
differs significantly from the generally accepted 
ones, which are based on the morphological 
isolation of morphemes, despite the fact that the 
definition of agglutination is based on the 
principle of autonomy of morphonological units, 
and in defining fusion – the principle of 
interdependence. morphonological phenomena. 

Hence, agglutination is a system of 
expressing the sound of a word in which 
affixation is autonomous, and the stress and 
alternation of phonemes depend on it; during 
fusion, there is such a relationship between 
stress, alternation of phonemes and affixation, 
in which there is a non-autonomy of the listed 
morphonological components, primarily 
affixation. 

If it is true that morphemes are 
autonomous (the premise on which the 
judgments of the above authors are based), then 
it should be recognized that the Russian language 
word formation is agglutinative. If the material 
shows the equivalence of stress, alternation and 
affixation, then the Russian language word 
formation is fusional. 

The paper suggests that units considered 
as morphemes can be included in a broader 
system of morphonological units, then 
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multidirectional domination between stress, 
alternation of phonemes and morphemes is 
possible, i.e. the relationship between the 
elements of the plan of expression in the Russian 
language is more complex than is traditionally 
considered., and the allomorph should be 
considered as a member of the system of 
morphonological units of the Russian language. 

Based on the description, it can be 
assumed that there is a certain hierarchy in the 
system of morphonological components, which 
can also include allomorphs of a given affix: 
first, morphonological characteristics in the form 
of stress and consonant outcome of the base of 
the generator predict the suffix of the derived 
word, which, in turn, can impose its own 
restrictions on selection of an accent curve and 
an alternative to the original stem of a derived 
word. 

This statement will be verified in the 
experimental part of the work. 

To clarify the nature of the relationship of 
autonomy or variability of a number of suffixes 
expressing a certain derivational meaning 
representing a segment and constituting the 
paradigm of allomorphs of the derivational 
suffix, the relationship between the accent 
characteristic and the consonant outcome of the 
generating basis is described. Their invariant 
should be determined on semantic grounds. The 
concept of invariant can include those 
characteristics that remain constant for all 
successive changes in the object. Then the 
differences between the options should be 
reduced to some morphonological rules. In this 
case, allomorphs of suffixes (allomorph is a 
specific manifestation of a derivational suffix) – 
suffixes -ишко, - ище, -це (-цо), -ецо (-ице) ‘-
ishko, -ische, -tse (-tso), -etso (-itse)’ can be 
included in the paradigm with general semantic 

meanings. Their invariant is that they form neuter 
diminutives from nouns. They are derivatives of 
the 1st stress class. Prof. V.A. Redkin divides all 
derived nouns with respect to stress into two 
classes [12. P. 45-58]. The accent characteristics 
of the derivatives of class I names depend on the 
stress of the generators, in the II class of 
derivatives such dependence is not observed. 

To answer the question of whether the 
listed suffixes can be variants within the same 
paradigm of allomorphs of a derivational suffix, 
which can be in interchangeability depending on 
a set of morphonological rules, the work 
considers the following dependencies – this is 
between the stress and the consonant outcome of 
the generating base and allomorph suffixes. In 
the study, the concepts of types of stress and 
types of consonant outcomes of the foundations 
were used, which were introduced into scientific 
use by V.A. Redkin [11. P. 462-465]. They are 
indicated by symbols expressing the functions of 
stress and consonant outcomes of the bases of the 
generators. Prof. V.A. Redkin distinguishes 4 
classes of accent stress curves a, b, c, d and 8 
classes of phoneme alternants, 9 classes of 
alternants are represented by the base -J-. Certain 
suffixes can be found at the intersection of stress 
classes with alternant classes. 

All accent curves are combined into two 
accent paradigms (AP): they are designated as 
fixed and movable. The fixed paradigm includes 
accent curves of words that are distinguished by 
derivational immobility of stress, which is 
understood as such a ratio of single-root words 
when the differential sign (DS) of the stress 
producing is identical to the DS of the stress of 
the derivative, ма́сло – ма́слице, лаке́й – 
лакеи́шка ‘máslo – máslice, lakéj – lakéishka’. 
Movable AP includes accentual curves of words, 
characterized by derivational mobility of stress. 
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It is understood as such a ratio of single-root 
words, in which the DP of the stress of the 
derivative differs from the DS of the stress 
producing at least one word form, compare: 
ско́вороды – сковоро́д, брюхо – брю́шко́ 
’skóvorody – skovoród, brjuho – brjúshkó‘. 

In class a, there is a non–final stress in 
Dative case of singular and plural number: 
болоту – болотам ‘bolotu – bolotam’; class b 
– final stress in Dative case of singular and plural 
number: плечу – плечам ‘plechu – plecham’; in 
class c – non–final stress in Dative case of 
singular number and final stress in Dative case of 
plural number: слову – словам ‘slovu – slovam’; 
in class d – final stress in Dative case of singular 
number and non-final stress in Dative case of 
plural number: зиме – зимам ‘zime – zimam’. 
Each stress class has its own subclasses of accent 
curves: A, A1, B, B1, B2, B3, etc. 

Each class of alternants has a certain set 
of phonemes, which are distinguished according 
to the principles of compactness, peripherality, 
consonance. Determining the morphoneme of 
the alternation of phonemes (alternation series), 
V.A. Redkin proceeds from the term of N.S. 
Trubetskoy, who interpreted it substantively: the 
starting point for the morphoneme is not the 
paradigm of the morphoneme, but a specific 
alternant. Unlike N.S. Trubetskoy, V.A. Redkin's 
morphoneme is specified functionally. The 
functional interpretation of alternation is that the 
correlations of alternants are described and 
names are given to them. The names of the 
correlations of the alternants will constitute the 
DS of the morphonemes. 

If we imagine that the phonemes in the 
alternants are variants, then the content of the 
alternant would be reduced to a paradigm that 
includes a set of phonemes that are autonomous 
from a phonological point of view, but identical 

from a morphonological point of view. Then the 
names of the correlations of the indicated 
paradigms would be the DS of the morphoneme. 
In this case, the DS of phonemes included in the 
alternant paradigm will be interpreted as 
substances, or differentioids, alternant. 

The classes of alternants proposed by 
V.A. Redkin are the names of the paradigms of 
alternants, and the phonemes included in these 
paradigms are the differentioids of alternants. In 
order to determine the differentioids of 
alternants, four signs of phonemes will be 
sufficient. It is essential that these four features 
are relevant for vowels, consonants and sonants, 
therefore, they are applicable for any alternation 
of phonemes: vocal, consonant, compact, 
peripheral. 

It is not possible to give all the 
morphonological variants of diminutives of the 
1st accent class, therefore, we will indicate some, 
but all possible variants are reflected in the table. 

Paradigmatic characteristics of 
diminutives with a suffix -ишко ‘-ishko’ with 
a diminutive meaning 

Fixed AP 
Variant I. In the derivative, the accent 

curve A on the same syllable as in the producing 
one, the alternants of the VIII class in the 
derivatives are represented by palatal variants: 
VIII class: <l-l’> одея́ло – одея́лишко ’odejálo 
– odejálishko‘. 

Movable AP 
Variant I. In the producing accent curve 

A on the basis, in the derivative on the suffix, the 
alternants of the IV class are presented in the 
derivative by the palatal variants: IV class: <t-t’> 
– зо́лото – золоти́шко ’zóloto – zolotíshko‘. 
There are 6 variants in total. 

Diminutives with the unstressed suffix -
ишко ‘-ishko’ are formed from words that differ 
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in the immobility of the stress, in contrast to 
words with the stressed -и́шко ‘-íshko’. 

Diminutives with -ишко ‘-ishko’, 
formed from stems ending in <j>, stand outside 
the phoneme alternation, therefore only their 
accentological characteristics are described. 

Words on -ишко ‘-ishko’ derived from 
bases with <j> 

Fixed AP 
Variant I. In the derivative, the accent 

curve A on the same stem syllable as in the 
producing one: жа́лованье – жа́лованьишко 
‘zhálovan'e – zhálovan'ishko’. 9 examples. 

Movable AP 
Option I. In producing accent curve B, in 

derivative accent curve A on the suffix: бельё - 
бельи́шко ‘bel'jo - bel'íshko’. 3 examples. 

Paradigmatic characteristics of 
diminutives with the suffix -ище '-ische' with 
augmentation 

There are no derivatives with the suffix -
ище '-ische', related to the movable AP. 

Fixed AP 
Variant I. In the producing accent curve 

A on the basis, in the derivative on the suffix, the 
alternants of the II class are presented in the 
derivative by the palatal variants: II class: <v-v’> 
– пи́во – пи́вище ‘pívo – pívishhe’ 

Paradigmatic characteristics of 
diminutives with suffixes -ецо (-ице) '-tso (-
itse)' with a diminutive meaning 

Fixed AP 
The fixed AP is represented by one 

option: in the derivative, the accent curve A on 
the same base syllable as in the producing one, in 
the producing and derivative alternant of the VIII 
class <l>: кре́сло – крес́лице, пря́сло – 
пря́слице, сто́ило – сто́илице ‘kréslo – kréslice, 
prjáslo – prjáslice, stóilo – stóilice’. 

Movable AP 

Variant I. In the producing accent curve 
C, in the derivative accent curve A on the base 
finals, in the producing and derivative alternant 
of the VIII class: <l> – ма́сло – ма́слице ‘máslo 
– máslice’. 

Two variants. 
Derivatives on -ецо (-ице) ‘-etso (-itse)’ 

from stems with <j> 
Fixed AP 
The fixed AP is represented by one 

option: in the derivative, the accent curve A is on 
the same syllable of the stem as in the producing 
one: варен́ье – варе́ньице, внима́нье – 
внима́ньице, выраже́нье – выраже́ньице 
‘varén'e – varén'ice, vnimán'e – vnimán'ice, 
vyrazhén'e – vyrazhén'ice.’ 

Movable AP 
Variant I. In producing and derivative, 

accent curve B: бельё – бельецо́, житьё – 
житьецо́ ‘bel'jo – bel'ecó, zhit'jo – zhit'ecó’ 

Variant II. In producing the accent curve 
D, in the derivative accent curve B: копьё – 
копьецо́, ружьё – ружьецо́ ‘kop'jo – kop'ecó, 
ruzh'jo – ruzh'ecó’. 

Paradigmatic characteristics of 
diminutives with the suffix -це (-цо) '-tse (-
tso)' with an endearing meaning 

Fixed AP 
Variant I. In the derivative, the accent 

curve A on the same stem syllable as in the 
producing one, alternants of the IV and VIII 
classes end in the producing one and the 
derivative to the non-palatal variant of the 
alternant: IV class: боло́то – боло́тце; VIII 
class: колен́о – коле́нце. 9 examples. 

Variant II. In the derivative, the accent 
curve A on the same stem syllable as in the 
manufacturing one, the VIII class alternant <l> is 
presented in the derivative palatal variant: <l-l'> 
– ду́ло – ду́льце, жа́ло – жа́льце. 10 examples. 
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Movable AP 
Variant I. In the producing accent curve 

B, in the derivative the accent curve A on the 
base finals, the alternative of the VIII class <n> 
is presented in the producing and derivative non-
palatal variant: толокно́ – толоко́нце. There are 
9 options in total. 

Morphonological conditions for the 
choice of allomorphs of suffixes of middle 
gender diminutives of I accent class 

There are no general restrictions on the 
choice of suffixes. But there are restrictions on 
each suffix when choosing the stress of the 
producer and the class of alternants. 

The suffix -ишко ‘-ishko’ has limitations 
in stress and in the class of alternants: it is 
possible only with classes I, III, IV, VI, VIII of 
classes of alternants and stems on <j>, but there 
are no restrictions on stress. The suffix -ишко ‘-

ishko’ is possible with any stress producing: 
одея́ло – одея́лишко (а), пальто́ – пальти́шко, 
барахло́ – барахли́шко (в), ме́сто – мести́шко 
(с), письмо́ – письми́шко (d), дупло ́– дупли́шко 
(d), име́нье – име́ньишко (а). The suffix -ище '-
ische' is possible with the stress of the producer 
of classes a, but not b, c, but not d, with the II 
class of alternants: пиво – пивище (a). The suffix 
-це (-цо) '-tse (-tso)' is observed for all classes of 
stress producing, with alternants of II, IV, VIII 
classes, but not I, III, VI classes and <j>: де́рево 
– дер́евце and деревцо ́(в), долото́ – дол́отце и 
долотцо́ (d), одея́ло – одея́льце (а). The suffix 
-ецо (-ице) '-tso' (-itse)' is possible with the 
stress of the producer of all classes, with 
alternants of VI, VIII classes and <j>, but not I, 
II, III, IV classes: сто́ило – сто́илице (а), ма́сло 
– ма́слице (с), письмо́ – письмецо́ (d), копьё – 
копьецо́ (в). 

 
Alternant class Accent class of the producing word 

а в с  d 
I -ishko -ishko -ishko  
II -ische, -tsо  -tsе (-tsо)  
III   -ishko  
IV -ishko, -tsе -ishko -ishko -tsо -tsе 
VI    -ishko, -еtsо 
VIII -ishko, -tsе  

(-tsо), -itsе 
-ishko, -tsе -ishko, -tsе  

(-tsо), -itsе 
-ishko, -tsе  
(-tsо), -еtsо 

j -ishko, -itsе -ishko, -еtsо   
Table 1. Table for selection of allomorphs of neuter diminutive suffixes defining stress class I 
 

Further limitations are due to the stress of 
the producer within each class of alternants. 

I class of alternants. With the stress of the 
generating classes a, b, c, d, only an allomorph -
ишко ‘-ishko’ is possible: одея́ло – одея́лишко 
(а). пальто́ – пальтиш́ко, барахло́ – 
барахли́шко, золото – золотишко (в), ме́сто 

– мести́шко (с), письмо́ – письми́шко (d), 
дупло ́– дупли́шко (d), име́нье – име́ньишко (а). 

II class of alternants. The suffix -ище '-
ische' is possible with the stress of the producing 
classes a, but not b, c, d, with the II class of 
alternants: пиво – пивище (а). Allomorph -ище 
'-ische’ is impossible. 
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Allomorph -це (-цо) ‘-tse (-tso)’ is 
possible with the stress of the generating classes 
a, c, but not in b, d: де́рево – де́ревце (а), сло́во 
– словцо́ (с). 

IV class of alternants. Allomorphs -
ишко, -це (-цо), -ице ‘-ishko, -tse (-tso), -itse’ 
are possible with the stress of the producing 
classes a, b, c, but not d: золото - золотишко 
(а), пальто - пальтишко (в), место – 
местишко (с). Allomorph -це (-цо) ‘-tse (-tso)’ 
is possible with the stress of the producing 
classes a, c, d, but not in: боло́то – боло́тце (а), 
мясо – мясцо́ (с), долото́ – дол́отце и долотцо́ 
(d). 

VI class of alternants. Allomorph -ишко 
'-ishko' is possible with the stress producing 
classes d, but not a, b, c: письмо́ – письми́шко 
(d). With the stress of the producing class d, but 
not a, b, c, it is possible -ецо '-etso': письмо́ – 
письмецо́ (d). 

VIII class of alternants. Allomorphs -
ишко, -це (-цо) ‘-ishko, -tse (-tso)' do not know 
the restrictions in the choice of the stress class: 
одея́ло - одея́лишко (а), барахло́ – барахли́шко 
(в), ма́сло – масли́шко. (с), сукно́ – сукни́шко 

(d). коле́но – коле́нце (а), толокно́ – 
толоко́нце. (в): се́но – сенцо́. (с), сукно́ – 
суко́нце. (d). Allomorphs of the suffix -ице (-
ецо) '-itse (-etso)' are possible when the accent of 
the producer is a, c, d, but not in: кре́сло – 
кре́слице (а), ма́сло – ма́слице. (с), дупло ́ – 
дуплецо́. (d). 

With bases on <j> and the stress of the 
producing classes a, b, but not c, d, -ишко, -ецо 
'-ishko, -etso': жа́лованье – жа́лованьишко (а), 
бельё – бильи́шко (в), внима́ние – внима́ньице 
(а), житьё – житьецо́ (в). 

Based on the description presented in the 
table, it can be argued that the suffixes -ишко, -
це (-цо), -ице ‘-ishko, -tse (-tso), -itse’ represent 
one paradigm of allomorphs of suffixes. The 
differences between the members of this 
paradigm are set by some morphonological rules. 
Their invariant lies in the ability to form 
diminutive neuter gender names, which confirms 
our assumption about the fusion nature of the 
described class of words, since they experience 
restrictions both from the stress class of the 
producer and within the framework of this class 
of alternants. 

Variability of allomorphs of suffixes of middle gender diminutives of I stress class 
Phoneme alternations Accent of a derivative word 
Comp. Per. Pal. А В С D 
+ + +     
+ + +     
+ - +     
+ - - -ishko, -ischе    
- - - -ishko, -ischе, -tsе,  

-itsе* 
-tsо, -еtsо*   

- + +     
- + - -ishko, -ischе, -tsе    
- - + -ishko, -ischе, -tsе    

Table 2. Table of variability of allomorphs of suffixes of the 1st accent class of diminutives of neuter 
gender 
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For the suffix -ецо (-ице) ‘-etso (-itse)’, 

palatality is morphonologically insignificant, 
since the suffix begins with a hyperphoneme. 
The suffix -це (-цо) ‘-tse (-tso)’ is characterized 
by an alternation in palatality relative to the 
alternant of the VIII class <l>: compare: ши́ло – 
ши́льце, but долото́ – дол́отце and долотцо́, 
окно ́ – окон́це. For all other outcomes of the 
foundations, the alternant of the deriving word 
remains. 

The suffix -ишко ‘-ishko’ has 
alternatives in peripherality, compactness and 
palatality, сердчи́шко, срдечи́шко, скарби́шко, 
золотиш́ко. In some cases, it is possible to 
preserve the alternant of the producer, which is 
the result of the homonymy of the alternation 
series. 

Morphological analysis of diminutives 
with suffixes -ишко, -ище, -це (-цо), -ецо (-
ице) '-ishko, -ische, -tse (-tso), -etso (-itse)' 
shows that their formation is associated with 
alternation of stress, phonemes and alternation of 
allomorphs. The choice of the suffix allomorph 
depends on the stress and the class of alternants 
of the producer. The set of these rules 
determines, in fact, the alternation of suffixes 
that form the class of allomorphs. However, the 
allomorph, in turn, determines the stress class 
and the type of the derivative's alternant, in other 
words, belonging to the paradigm of phoneme 
and stress alternation. So, in derivatives with the 
suffix -це, -ице '-tse, -itse' the stress is always 
based on, in derivatives with the suffix -цо, -ецо 
'-tso, -etso' the stress is always on the suffix. The 
unit of the allomorphic suffix class is the 
allomorphic paradigm, the differences between 
the members of which are reduced to 
morphonological rules. 

Thus, the dependence of the choice of 
suffixes by the suffixes -ишко, -ище, -це (-цо), 
-ецо (-ице) '-ishko, -ische, -tse (-tso), -etso (-
itse)' on the stress and the class of alternants of 
the producer, the variability of allomorphs 
indicate the fusion of morphonological means in 
the I class of words and the absence of obvious 
agglutination, in other words, about the 
functional equivalence of stress, phoneme 
alternation and affixation. 

To understand the significance of the 
morphoneme, i.e. the relationship of the 
morphoneme to the language system as a whole, 
its paradigmatic and syntagmatic characteristics 
are determined. Having established that two or 
more units are variants, we show their identity, 
i.e. belonging to the same paradigm. In this 
sense, our description is paradigmatic. Variant is 
the object of speech, and the paradigm is the 
object of language. The study of paradigmatics 
enables us to reveal a general idea of the 
alternation of stress, phonemes and affixes, i.e. 
morphonemes of phonemic, prosodic and 
suffixal alternations. In syntagmatics, the rules of 
joint fulfillment and the sequence of members of 
the specified alternatives, or alternants, are 
identified, in a given specific word, for example, 
in paradigmatics, rules are described that 
determine the set of suffixes -ишко, -ище, -це 
(-цо), -ецо (-ице) '-ishko, -ische, -tse (-tso), -etso 
(-itse)', in syntagmatics - the possibility of using 
derivative suffixes -ишко ‘-ishko’ and -це ‘-
tse’: золотишко и золотце. The names are 
compatible with the suffixes -ишко ‘-ishko’ and 
-це ‘-tse’, but do not admit -ице ‘-itse’. 

The study showed that there is a certain 
hierarchy in the system of morphonological 
components, where, as a result of the description, 
allomorphs of a certain suffix can be included, 
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which means: at first, the morphonological 
characteristics of the stem that produces in the 
form of stress and consonant outcome predict the 
restrictions on the choice of stress and the 
consonant outcome of a derivative stem. 

Thus, describing the morphonological 
paradigms of a name, we describe the 
phenomena of the Russian language system, and 
describing the use of variants in a particular 
word, we describe the rules of syntagmatic 
characteristics. Our principle of paradigmatic 
approach to description does not exclude 
syntagmatic analysis. It can solve the problem of 
an exhaustive description of the 
morphonological system within the Saussure’s 
dichotomy of paradigmatics – syntagmatics. 
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